Louisa Clerici
Everything Hurts
Everything hurts.
Maybe that is the secret,
knowing and allowing it,
but this evening I am unsure.
My knees ache, full force.
Tonight’s torture will create sleepless dreams,
lying awake, wondering why,
there will be no more jumping, running.
I will walk through this life,
finding joy in each daily sunrise.
On good days the colors of the morning
bring tears to my eyes,
the view too beautiful to hold.
Notice the man who has lived a full life.
He keeps smiling, keeps permitting himself to cry.
Doesn’t report any longer on the evildoers,
instead turns himself away from daily trouble.
There is a window on this world,
where all can go to see, yet few dare gaze.
The view turns eyes from misery and secrets,
requires leaving the future and past alone.
Equanimity becomes a beautiful deep well.
The will to break from pain forming slowly with clarity,
with no more use for suffering,
it is not the penalty of life,
knowing, allowing, appreciating how everything hurts.
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